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( Introduction)
This work is a chronological listing of the tenures of Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Connecticut postmasters organized
by counties. It has been presented in a format that is intended to be intuitively understood, without long explanation.
Post office names and periods of operation are important and integral parts of this research. Post offices often changed locations
within their townships without changing names. However, many post offices did undergo name changes.Traditional cross referencing
is employed to cover these concerns. There are occasions when a given post office name was discontinued, then reassigned to a
different office. In these cases the name is followed by [1], [2], etc.
There were 785 post offices in Connecticut during the time period covered. The county maps are from Atlas of the State of
Connecticut published by D.H. Hurd, Boston, 1893.While the maps do not show every post office listed, it is a worthy representation
of many of them.
The handwritten documents submitted by postmasters were subject to misreading.There are many spelling errors found in the
primary sources. Just as we today have difficulty reading the old style penmanship (usually the Spencer method), so did the clerks
and typesetters of the time. The letter u was often confused with the letter n. Therefore, we find Mashapaug listed erroneously as
‘Mashapang’.The Middlebury Post Office was recorded as ‘Middleburg’ for years because the clerks in Washington, D.C., misinterpreted
the postmaster’s poor penmanship.
There were many other cases of mistaken letters in the spellings of the names of postmasters: M confused with H; I with J; F
with T; S with L, and the list goes on… Where known signatures were found on free franked mail, the spelling used by the actual
postmaster was accepted. The symbol ✉ indicates that there are known free frank example(s) of a specific postmaster.
The vast majority of the dates and years listed are from Post Office Department records. One must be wary of using the terms date
of appointment and establishment date because that information is so inexact, especially in the earlier records. The dates in the primary
source records could be the date that the first returns were received from any particular postmaster, the date that the postmaster’s
bond was received, or the date that the postmaster’s letter of appointment was written. The amount of time it took to send and
receive mail is not considered (see Figure 2). Some early Connecticut postmasters were found to be running informal post offices
without compensation before being officially appointed. So, the postmaster in most cases was in the job either before or after the
date given, usually within a fiscal quarter. We will probably never know the exact day a person began performing his or her duties
as postmaster, or the exact day that an office began to operate, unless it is found mentioned in contemporary correspondence.
18th & 19th Century Connecticut Postmasters and Their Post Offices was first published with the kind support of the Connecticut
Postal History Society on compact disc in 2005 from which these tables are taken.
~ William J. Duffney
December, 2009
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Figure 1 — Manuscript copy of the oath of office taken by Litchfield Postmaster Moses Seymour, Jr., which was administered by
his father Justice of the Peace Moses Seymour, Esq., on February 9, 1802, some thirteen days after the official appointment.

Figure 2 — Post Office Department Appointment Notice with proper procedures for taking office,
sent to John Lounsbury of Hamden, December 11, 1837.

Figure 3 — Post Office Department Appointment Office instructions for replacing bonds destroyed by fire on December 15, 1836,
sent to Wilton Postmaster Samuel F. Lambert, and datelined April 25, 1837.

Figure 4 (first of 2 pages) — Auditor's Office for the Treasury instructions to postmasters making
their final returns when leaving office, datelined March 15, 1848.

Figure 4 (page 2) — Auditor's Office for the Treasury instructions to postmasters making
their final returns when leaving office, datelined March 15, 1848.

